
an ideal solution from the land of carpet
Carpet Designer 

Booria Carpet Designer is the most advanced carpet designing solution, which is able to 
meet all demands of professional carpet & rug designers. 

This advanced solution is coming with flexible and comprehensive set of drawing tools and 
a great range of functions and features, which are increasing design productivity.

Outstanding Border Wizard function made this software dominant. This fabulous function 
eliminates all complexities of border creation and let designers create different shapes of 
the same design just in a few minutes (rectangular, oval, circular, elliptical, octagonal in 
different sizes).

By using Booria Carpet Weaver you can convert designs into machine specific production 
data; supporting, single, double and triple rapier, face to face and incorporate techniques 
with a large range of weave sets.

Coming with a new different vision to provide the powerful carpet designing solution with 
affordable price and high performance/cost ratio, Booria Carpet Designer will provide you 
the maximum flexibility and guarantee a full control on designing process.



Features ...
:: Windows XP, Vista and Seven compatible (32-bit and 64-bit)
:: Border Wizard function for creating Rectangular, Oval, Elliptical and Octagonal 

shapes by easy drag and drop facilities in any sizes and densities
:: Pile & Loop Combiner for visualizing Double-Pile and Pile & Loop combinations
:: Gradient Fill Scheme with 4 different gradient tools: Gradient, Multicolor Gradient, 

Color Course and Contour Gradient; supporting more then 66 different way of 
gradient fills 

:: Coming with more than 1750 ready to use motifs, design repeats, flowers, 
borders, medallions, etc. with easy drag & drop facilities and automatic transparency 
settings.

:: Equipped with a complete set of drawing tools (up to 60 drawing tools), with 
special drawing tools for spiral lines, symmetric motifs, DP curve tool, etc with 
customizable properties

:: Consisting of more than 200 functions such as resize, rotate, repeat, mirror, 
symmetry, color masking, contour, bookshelf, effect binding and more

:: Special functions for expert usage: Cross Planting, De-Perspective, Creel Map and 
more

:: Automatic filtering of scanned point paper designs with less than %1 error
:: Capability to work at any zoom level, with exact warp/weft ratio with customized 

grid and guide lines
:: Uni-Code application with supporting eight languages: English, Persian, Turkish, 

French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian or any other languages on request
:: User definable shortcut keys
:: Loop & Pile Simulation

Benefits ...
:: Maximum flexibility. 
:: User friendly and easy to use solution.
:: Increase creativity and design productivity.
:: Affordable price with high performance/cost ratio.
:: Meet all professional requirements in the field of carpet.

www.booria.com
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